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Top Electrical, Electronics & Wireless Problems
It is clear today that both the utilities and USA government are willfully damaging their mass
populations with known biologically harmful electromagnetic radiation emissions into the human
environment:
1. The use of radiation transmitting Smart/AMR/AMI utility meters that are known to be
biologically harmful to a subset of the population. The installation of these onto peoples homes
and workplaces are making many people sick today. This sickness is clearly preventable by the
simple removal of the meters from the area around the persons home and workplace. Given
that the utilities know that they are damaging peoples health with these radiation transmitting
meters, they are clearly engaging in negligence and most likely gross criminal negligence. The
utilities are willfully inducing Radio Wave Sickness and Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity into
many people. The gas utility installed AMR/AMI meters throughout my neighborhood and
refused to remove them even though they knew that they were making me sick with the pulsed
radiation emissions that were throughout my home. I had to abandon my bed in 2013 and was
sleeping on the floor to reduce the biological damaging effects from these radiation emitting
devices. A search on the keywords “Smart Meter Sickness” yields many results of people
reporting health problems from these known biologically toxic radiation transmitting meters.
2. The electrification of peoples homes and workplaces through stray voltage. Stray voltage is
known to do strange things to biological organisms at above 0.5 volt. The higher the voltage,
the more damage it does to the biological organism. It has been known for its damaging effects
to diary farmers, their families and their animals since at least the 1970's. Stray voltage is
prevalent in the human environment. Unfortunately, the voltage is low enough not to be sensed
by the human but high enough to make the human sick. I have found extensive stray voltage in
my street and my tiled floors are electrified, as are my drains. This also includes the toilets that
I urinate into. The State of Arizona & the electrical utility refuse to acknowledge the problem
and will not fix it, even though the voltage originates at the utility power equipment. They also
refuse to witness and repeat my measurements. This appeared to show up in me as sore knees,
irritability and fatigue. It is seasonal and matches the peak in stray voltage that appears in
homes and workplaces throughout Tucson in the summertime air conditioning season. I
eventually had to install an enhanced electrical ground. This caused the health symptoms to
subside. In the area of the utility equipment, my garden was showing extensive stress and had
done so for years. The garden recovered after installing the enhanced electrical ground.
3. Many biologically harmful electrical, electronic and wireless products are being routinely sold
to the masses. The masses appear to be unaware that many of these products are biologically
harmful. The most harmful devices appear to be wireless products. Indeed, the most
biologically harmful product I found at my property was a simple wireless outdoor temperature
and humidity sensor. It was extensively deforming the plants both inside and outside of my
home! My digital TV was also showing similar issues. These products are not tested on plants
and animals before being released into the marketplace. Purchasing electrical, electronic, and
wireless products is like engaging in a game of Russian Roulette. Not everyone ends up with
the biologically toxic products, but those who do generally become sick and that sickness is
easily preventable by identifying and removing the toxic product from the persons environment.
4. It has now emerged that some of the “Energy Star” lighting products are bio-hazards. Compact
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florescent lights (CFL) are emitting man-made ultraviolet light which is known to cause skin
and eye problems. Light emitting diode (LED) lights can have too much blue light in them
which causes insomnia and can be too intense which may lead to eye problems. Both types of
lights may emit strange electromagnetic fields and cause dirty electricity to occur on the home
and workplace electrical wiring which may make the people who use them sick. There is ample
evidence today that many of these “Energy Star” electronic lighting products should be banned.
People are now reporting curing Autism with electromagnetically shielding the child's bedroom.
This is consistent with Autism being an electromagnetic disease and may indeed be easily
preventable. The Autism rates have been closely following the rise in cell phone towers and
cell phones in the USA for more than a decade.
The refusal by the USA government to acknowledge these problems and to protect their own
population. Instead, the USA government is demonstrating what can only be called a form of
cannibalism towards its own population. It is supporting the installation of Smart/AMR/AMI
meters with massive subsidies to the utilities. It is refusing to enforce the right to life laws
when people report sickness around these radiation transmitting devices, leaving many people
with sickness that is being induced into them by the simple action of living in their own homes
that represent their greatest financial investment. This sickness should be expected to
eventually lead to premature death and possibly cancer. It removes the quality of life from a
previously healthy and functional person, leaving them with numerous health conditions that
were not present before the installation of the biologically harmful radiation transmitting
devices in their area. Indeed the World Health Organization lists wireless radiation as a
“Possible Carcinogen”. One can only wonder why the utilities are installing known “Possibly
Carcinogenic” meters onto people's homes in the USA? Long before cancer shows up, the
person will generally display the symptoms of Radio Wave Sickness which are listed as: Top
reported Radio Wave Sickness symptoms in order of frequency: 1. Fatigue. 2. Sleep
disturbance. 3. Headaches. 4. Feeling of discomfort. 5. Difficulty in concentrating. 6.
Depression. 7. Memory loss. 8. Visual disruptions. 9. Irritability. 10. Hearing disruptions. 11.
Skin problems. 12. Cardiovascular. 13. Dizziness. 14. Loss of appetite. 15. Movement
difficulties 16. Nausea. Source: Symptoms experienced by people in the vicinity of a cellular
phone base station, Santini 2001, La Presse Medical.
I have tried to obtain the number of whistle-blower complaints made to OSHA each year and
the number of whistle-blower complaints that they actually uphold. OSHA has refused to
supply this information. My independent research is indicating that it is below 5% and may
actually be very close to 0% of whistle-blower complaints being upheld. It appears to be a
similar story at the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) who are supposed to regulate
electromagnetic radiation (EMR). It seems that the people who are aware of these gross human
health and safety violations have simply had their rights quietly removed by corporate America
in an attempt to prevent the protection of the masses, which is currently “Inconvenient”.
Biological defects also occur when you reduce the radiation levels. Plants grown in
electromagnetically screened Faraday cages show strange growth patterns and eventually die. It
is unfortunate that people are now electromagnetically shielding their homes in an effort to
avoid biologically harmful radiation exposures. Even pregnant mothers are electromagnetically
shielding their unborn babies with a product called “Belly Armor”! This action may eventually
make them sick from radiation deficiency diseases, similar to what astronauts show that live on
the International Space Station for many months. The modern human is in a dilemma: to get
sick from living in an unnaturally high radiation environment, or to get sick from a radiation
deficient environment. Either way, many humans will eventually get sick!
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The following books are recommended reading:
 An Electronic Silent Spring: Facing the Dangers and Creating Safe Limits by Katie Singer
 Beating Electrical Sensitivity – eBook Package by Lloyd Burrell
 Challenging the Chip: Labor Rights and Environmental Justice in the Global Electronics
Industry by Ted Smith et al
 Cross Currents by Dr. Robert O. Becker
 Curing Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity by Steven Magee
 Dirty Electricity by Samuel Milham
 Disconnect: The Truth About Cell Phone Radiation, What the Industry Is Doing to Hide It, and
How to Protect Your Family by Devra Davis
 Doubt is Their Product: How Industry's Assault on Science Threatens Your Health by David
Michaels
 Electrocution of America: Is Your Utility Company Out to Kill You? by Russ Allen
 Electromagnetic Fields by B. Blake Levitt
 Electromagnetic Radiation Survival Guide - Step by Step Solutions - Protect Yourself & Family
NOW! by Jonathan Halpern
 Electromagnetic Sensitivity and Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity: A Summary by Michael
Bevington
 Healing is Voltage: The Handbook, 3rd Edition by Jerry L. Tennant
 Light, Radiation, and You How to Stay Healthy by John N. Ott.
 MOTORCYCLE CANCER? ELF EMF radiation truth exposed for rider safety by Randall Dale
Chipkar
 Public Health SOS: The Shadow Side Of The Wireless Revolution Paperback by Camilla Rees
& Magda Havas
 The Force by Lyn McLean
 The Invisible Disease by Gunni Nordstrom
 The Secret Life of Plants by Peter Thomkins & Christopher Bird
 The Secret History of the War on Cancer by Devra Davis
 Toxic Electricity by Steven Magee
 Toxic Health by Steven Magee
 Toxic Light by Steven Magee
 Tracing EMFs in Building Wiring and Grounding by Karl Riley
 Zapped by Ann Louise Gittleman
Environmental Radiation LLC was founded in response to the increasing unregulated environmental
pollution that is now occurring in the world. Terms such as “Smart Meter Sickness”, “Microwave
Radiation Sickness”, “Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity”, and “Electronic Harassment” are now in
common use in response to the unnatural environments that we are all living in. Not feeling well?
Relationship problems? Children not developing correctly? Poor performing employees? These
symptoms may be easily preventable.

“We are all modern day explorers of an invisible alien world.”
Steven Magee CEng MIET BEng Hons - Author of Toxic Electricity

